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Abstract. Recent studies have shown that DNNs are vulnerable to adversarial examples which are manipulated instances targeting to mislead
DNNs to make incorrect predictions. Currently, most such adversarial
examples try to guarantee “subtle perturbation” by limiting the Lp
norm of the perturbation. In this paper, we propose SemanticAdv to
generate a new type of semantically realistic adversarial examples via
attribute-conditioned image editing. Compared to existing methods, our
SemanticAdv enables fine-grained analysis and evaluation of DNNs with
input variations in the attribute space. We conduct comprehensive experiments to show that our adversarial examples not only exhibit semantically
meaningful appearances but also achieve high targeted attack success
rates under both whitebox and blackbox settings. Moreover, we show
that the existing pixel-based and attribute-based defense methods fail
to defend against SemanticAdv . We demonstrate the applicability of
SemanticAdv on both face recognition and general street-view images to
show its generalization. We believe that our work can shed light on further
understanding about vulnerabilities of DNNs as well as novel defense
approaches. Our implementation is available at https://github.com/AIsecure/SemanticAdv.
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Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have demonstrated great successes in various vision
tasks [38,60,63,26,59,43,83,13,80]. Meanwhile, several studies have revealed the
vulnerablity of DNNs against input variations [64,24,47,52,12,72,71,73,74,21,10,11,70,85,66].
For example, carefully crafted Lp bounded perturbations added to the pristine
input images can introduce arbitrary prediction errors during testing time. While
being visually imperceptible, Lp bounded adversarial attacks have certain limitations as they only capture the variations in the raw pixel space and cannot guarantee the semantic realism for the generated instances. Recent works [75,33,69] have
shown the limitations of the Lp bounded perturbation (e.g., cannot handle variations in lighting conditions). Therefore, understanding the failure modes of deep
?
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of SemanticAdv Left: Each row shows a pair of images differ in only
one semantic aspect. One of them is sampled from the ground-truth dataset, while the
other one is adversarial example created by our conditional image generator. Right:
Overview of the proposed attribute-conditioned SemanticAdv against the face identity
verification model

neural networks beyond raw pixel variations including semantic perturbations
requires further understanding and exploration.
In this work, we focus on studying how DNNs respond towards semantically
meaningful perturbations in the visual attribute space. In the visual recognition
literature, visual attributes [22,39,53] are properties observable in images that
have human-designated properties (e.g., black hair and blonde hair ). As illustrated
in Figure 1 (left), given an input image with known attributes, we would like to
craft semantically meaningful (attribute-conditioned) adversarial examples via
image editing along a single attribute or a subset of attributes while keeping the
rest unchanged. Compared to traditional Lp bounded adversarial perturbations
or semantic perturbations on global color and texture [5], such attribute-based
image editing enables the users to conduct a fine-grained analysis and evaluation
of the DNN models through removing one or a set of visual aspects or adding
one object into the scene. We believe our attribute-conditioned image editing
is a natural way of introducing semantic perturbations, and it preserves clear
interpretability as: wearing a new pair of glasses or having the hair dyed with a
different color.
To facilitate the generation of semantic adversarial perturbations along a single
attribute dimension, we take advantage of the disentangled representation in deep
image generative models [55,34,6,78,14,3,82,31]. Such disentangled representation
allows us to explore the variations for a specific semantic factor while keeping the
other factors unchanged. As illustrated in Figure 1 (right), we first leverage an
attribute-conditioned image editing model [14] to construct a new instance which
is very similar to the source except one semantic aspect (the source image is
given as input). Given such pair of images, we synthesize the adversarial example
by interpolating between the pair of images in the feature-map space. As the
interpolation is constrained by the image pairs, the appearance of the resulting
semantic adversarial example resembles both of them.
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To validate the effectiveness of our proposed SemanticAdv by attributeconditioned image editing, we consider two real-world tasks, including face
verification and landmark detection. We conduct both qualitative and quantitative evaluations on CelebA dataset [42]. The results show that our SemanticAdv
not only achieves high targeted attack success rate and also preserves the semantic meaning of the corresponding input images. To further demonstrate the
applicability of our SemanticAdv beyond face domain, we extend the framework
to generate adversarial street-view images. We treat semantic layouts as input
attributes and use the layout-conditioned image editing model [27] pre-trained
on Cityscape dataset [16]. Our results show that a well-trained semantic segmentation model can be successfully attacked to neglect the pedestrian if we
insert another object by the side using our image editing model. In addition,
we show that existing adversarial training-based defense method is less effective
against our attack method, which motivates further defense strategies against
such semantic adversarial examples.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) We propose a novel method
SemanticAdv to generate semantically meaningful adversarial examples via
attribute-conditioned image editing based on feature-space interpolation. Compared to existing adversarial attacks, our method enables fine-grained attribute
analysis as well as further evaluation of vulnerabilities for DNN models. Such
semantic adversarial examples also provide explainable analysis for different
attributes in terms of their robustness and editing flexibility. (2) We conduct
extensive experiments and show that the proposed feature-space interpolation
strategy can generate high quality attribute-conditioned adversarial examples
more effectively than the simple attribute-space interpolation. Additionally, our
SemanticAdv exhibits high attack transferability as well as 67.7% query-free
black-box attack success rate on a real-world face verification platform. (3) We
empirically show that, compared to Lp attacks, the existing per-pixel based as
well as attribute-based defense methods fail to defend against our SemanticAdv ,
which indicates that such semantic adversarial examples identify certain unexplored vulnerable landscape of DNNs. (4) To demonstrate the applicability and
generalization of SemanticAdv beyond the face recognition domain, we extend
the framework to generate adversarial street-view images that fool semantic
segmentation models effectively.

2

Related Work

Semantic image editing. Semantic image synthesis and manipulation is a popular research topic in machine learning, graphics and vision. Thanks to recent
advances in deep generative models [36,23,51] and the empirical analysis of deep
classification networks [38,60,63], past few years have witnessed tremendous
breakthroughs towards high-fidelity pure image generation [55,34,6], attributeto-image generation [78,14], text-to-image generation [46,56,50,49,84,31], and
image-to-image translation [29,87,41,68,27].
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Adversarial examples. Generating Lp bounded adversarial perturbation has been
extensively studied recently [64,24,47,52,12,72,71,73,21,70]. To further explore
diverse adversarial attacks and potentially help inspire defense mechanisms, it is
important to generate the so-called “unrestricted” adversarial examples which
contain unrestricted magnitude of perturbation while still preserve perceptual
realism [7]. Recently, [75,20] propose to spatially transform the image patches
instead of adding pixel-wise perturbation, while such spatial transformation
does not consider semantic information. Our proposed semanticAdv focuses
on generating unrestricted perturbation with semantically meaningful patterns
guided by visual attributes.
Relevant to our work, [61] proposed to synthesize adversarial examples with
an unconditional generative model. [5] studied semantic transformation in only
the color or texture space. Compared to these works, semanticAdv is able to
generate adversarial examples in a controllable fashion using specific visual
attributes by performing manipulation in the feature space. We further analyze
the robustness of the recognition system by generating adversarial examples
guided by different visual attributes. Concurrent to our work, [32] proposed to
generate semantic-based attacks against a restricted binary classifier, while our
attack is able to mislead the model towards arbitrary adversarial targets. They
conduct the manipulation within the attribution space which is less flexible and
effective than our proposed feature-space interpolation.

3
3.1

SemanticAdv
Problem Definition

Let M be a machine learning model trained on a dataset D = {(x, y)} consisting
of image-label pairs, where x ∈ RH×W ×DI and y ∈ RDL denote the image and
the ground-truth label, respectively. Here, H, W , DI , and DL denote the image
height, image width, number of image channels, and label dimensions, respectively.
For each image x, our model M makes a prediction ŷ = M(x) ∈ RDL . Given a
target image-label pair (xtgt , ytgt ) and y 6= ytgt , a traditional attacker aims to
synthesize adversarial examples xadv by adding pixel-wise perturbations to or
spatially transforming the original image x such that M(xadv ) = ytgt . In this
work, we consider a semantic attacker that generates semantically meaningful
perturbation via attribute-conditioned image editing with a conditional generative
model G. Compared to the traditional attacker, the proposed attack method
generates adversarial examples in a more controllable fashion by editing a single
semantic aspect through attribute-conditioned image editing.
3.2

Attribute-conditioned Image Editing

In order to produce semantically meaningful perturbations, we first introduce
how to synthesize attribute-conditioned images through interpolation.

SemanticAdv
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Semantic image editing. For simplicity, we start with the formulation where
the input attribute is represented as a compact vector. This formulation can be
directly extended to other input attribute formats including semantic layouts.
Let c ∈ RDC be an attribute representation reflecting the semantic factors (e.g.,
expression or hair color of a portrait image) of image x, where DC indicates
the attribute dimension and ci ∈ {0, 1} indicates the existence of i-th attribute.
We are interested in performing semantic image editing using the attributeconditioned image generator G. For example, given a portrait image of a girl with
black hair and the new attribute blonde hair, our generator is supposed to
synthesize a new image that turns the girl’s hair color from black to blonde while
keeping the rest of appearance unchanged. The synthesized image is denoted as
xnew = G(x, cnew ) where cnew ∈ RDC is the new attribute. In the special case
when there is no attribute change (c = cnew ), the generator simply reconstructs
the input: x0 = G(x, c) (ideally, we hope x0 equals to x). As our attribute
representation is disentangled and the change of attribute value is sufficiently
small (e.g., we only edit a single semantic attribute), our synthesized image xnew
is expected to be close to the data manifold [4,57,55]. In addition, we can generate
many similar images by linearly interpolating between the image pair x and xnew
in the attribute-space or the feature-space of the image-conditioned generator G,
which is supported by the previous work [78,55,3]
Attribute-space interpolation. Given a pair of attributes c and cnew , we introduce
an interpolation parameter α ∈ (0, 1) to generate the augmented attribute vector
c∗ ∈ RDC (see Eq. 1). Given augmented attribute c∗ and original image x, we
produce the image x* by the generator G through attribute-space interpolation.
x* = G(x, c* )
c* = α · c + (1 − α) · cnew , where α ∈ [0, 1]

(1)

Feature-map interpolation. Alternatively, we propose to interpolate using the
feature map produced by the generator G = Gdec ◦ Genc . Here, Genc is the encoder
module that takes the image as input and outputs the feature map. Similarly,
Gdec is the decoder module that takes the feature map as input and outputs the
synthesized image. Let f ∗ = Genc (x, c) ∈ RHF ×WF ×CF be the feature map of an
intermediate layer in the generator, where HF , WF and CF indicate the height,
width, and number of channels in the feature map.
x* = Gdec (f * )
f* = β

Genc (x, c) + (1 − β )

Genc (x, cnew )

(2)

Compared to the attribute-space interpolation which is parameterized by a
scalar α, we parameterize feature-map interpolation by a tensor β ∈ RHF ×WF ×CF
(βh,w,k ∈ [0, 1], where 1 ≤ h ≤ HF , 1 ≤ w ≤ WF , and 1 ≤ k ≤ CF ) with the same
shape as the feature map. Compared to linear interpolation over attribute-space,
such design introduces more flexibility for adversarial attacks. Empirical results
in Section 4.2 show such design is critical to maintain both attack success and
good perceptual quality at the same time.
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3.3

Generating Semantically Meaningful Adversarial Examples

Existing work obtains the adversarial image xadv by adding perturbations or
transforming the input image x directly. In contrast, our semantic attack method
requires additional attribute-conditioned image generator G during the adversarial
image generation through interpolation. As we see in Eq. 3, the first term of our
objective function is the adversarial metric, the second term is a smoothness
constraint to guarantee the perceptual quality, and λ is used to control the balance
between the two terms. The adversarial metric is minimized once the model M
has been successfully attacked towards the target image-label pair (xtgt , ytgt ). For
identify verification, ytgt is the identity representation of the target image. For
structured prediction tasks in our paper, ytgt either represents certain coordinates
(landmark detection) or semantic label maps (semantic segmentation).
xadv = argminx∗ L(x∗ )
L(x∗ ) = Ladv (x∗ ; M, ytgt ) + λ · Lsmooth (x∗ )

(3)

Identity verification. In the identity verification task, two images are considered
to be the same identity if the corresponding identity embeddings from the
verification model M are reasonably close.
∗
tgt
Ladv (x∗ ; M, ytgt ) = max{κ, Φid
)}
M (x , x

(4)

As we see in Eq. 4, Φid
M (·, ·) measures the distance between two identity
embeddings from the model M, where the normalized L2 distance is used in
our setting. In addition, we introduce the parameter κ representing the constant
related to the false positive rate (FPR) threshold computed from the development
set.
Structured prediction. For structured prediction tasks such as landmark detection
and semantic segmentation, we use Houdini objective proposed in [15] as our
adversarial metric and select the target landmark (semantic segmentation) target
as ytgt . As we see in the equation, ΦM (·, ·) is a scoring function for each imagelabel pair and γ is the threshold. In addition, l(y∗ , ytgt ) is task loss decided by
the specific adversarial target, where y∗ = M(x∗ ).
h
i
Ladv (x∗ ; M, ytgt ) =Pγ∼N (0,1) ΦM (x∗ , y∗ ) − ΦM (x∗ , ytgt ) < γ · l(y∗ , ytgt )
(5)
Interpolation smoothness Lsmooth . As the tensor to be interpolated in the featuremap space has far more parameters compared to the attribute itself, we propose to
enforce a smoothness constraint on the tensor α used in feature-map interpolation.
As we see in Eq. 6, the smoothness loss encourages the interpolation tensors to

SemanticAdv
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consist of piece-wise constant patches spatially, which has been widely used as a
pixel-wise de-noising objective for natural image processing [45,30].
β) =
Lsmooth (β

HX
WF
F −1 X

β h+1,w − β h,w k22 +
kβ

h=1 w=1

4

HF WX
F −1
X

β h,w+1 − β h,w k22
kβ

(6)

h=1 w=1

Experiments

In the experimental section, we mainly focus on analyzing the proposed SemanticAdv in attacking state-of-the-art face recognition systems [62,59,86,67,81,79,28]
due to its wide applicability (e.g., identification for mobile payment) in the
real world. We attack both face verification and face landmark detection by
generating attribute-conditioned adversarial examples using annotations from
CelebA dataset [42]. In addition, we extend our attack to urban street scenes with
semantic label maps as the condition. We attack the semantic segmentation model
DRN-D-22 [83] previously trained on Cityscape [16] by generating adversarial
examples with dynamic objects manipulated (e.g., insert a car into the scene).
4.1

Experimental Setup

Face identity verification. We select ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 [26] trained on
MS-Celeb-1M [25,17] as our face verification models. The models are trained
using two different objectives, namely, softmax loss [62,86] and cosine loss [67].
For simplicity, we use the notation “R-N-S” to indicate the model with N layer residual blocks as backbone trained using softmax loss, while “R-N-C”
indicates the same backbone trained using cosine loss. The distance between
face features is measured by normalized L2 distance. For R-101-S model, we
decide the parameter κ based on the commonly used false positive rate (FPR) for
the identity verification task [37,35]. Four different FPRs have been used: 10−3
(with κ = 1.24), 3 × 10−4 (with κ = 1.05), 10−4 (with κ = 0.60), and < 10−4
(with κ = 0.30). Supplementary provides more details on the performance of
face recognition models and their corresponding κ. To distinguish between the
FPR we used in generating adversarial examples and the other FPR used in
evaluation, we introduce two notations “Generation FPR (G-FPR)” and “Test
FPR (T-FPR)”. For the experiment with query-free black-box API attacks, we
use two online face verification services provided by Face++ [2] and AliYun [1].
Semantic attacks on face images. In our experiments, we randomly sample 1, 280
distinct identities form CelebA [42] and use the StarGAN [14] for attributeconditional image editing. In particular, we re-train our model on CelebA by
aligning the face landmarks and then resizing images to resolution 112 × 112. We
select 17 identity-preserving attributes as our analysis, as such attributes mainly
reflect variations in facial expression and hair color.
In feature-map interpolation, to reduce the reconstruction error brought by
the generator (e.g., x =
6 G(x, c)) in practice, we take one more step to obtain the
updated feature map f 0 = Genc (x0 , c), where x0 = argminx0 kG(x0 , c) − xk.
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For each distinct identity pair (x, xtgt ), we perform semanticAdv guided by
each of the 17 attributes (e.g., we intentionally add or remove one specific attribute
while keeping the rest unchanged). In total, for each image x, we generate 17
adversarial images with different augmented attributes. In the experiments, we
select a commonly-used pixel-wise adversarial attack method [12] (referred as
CW) as our baseline. Compared to our proposed method, CW does not require
visual attributes as part of the system, as it only generates one adversarial
example for each instance. We refer the corresponding attack success rate as the
instance-wise success rate in which the attack success rate is calculated for each
instance. For each instance with 17 adversarial images using different augmented
attributes, if one of the 17 produced images can attack successfully, we count the
attack of this instance as one success, vice verse.
Face landmark detection. We select Face Alignment Network (FAN) [9] trained
on 300W-LP [88] and fine-tuned on 300-W [58] for 2D landmark detection. The
network is constructed by stacking Hour-Glass networks [48] with hierarchical
block [8]. Given a face image as input, FAN outputs 2D heatmaps which can be
subsequently leveraged to yield 68 2D landmarks.
Synthesized image by interpolation (with α)

Synthesized image by interpolation (with α)

Semantic attacks on street-view images. We select DRN-D-22 [83] as our semantic
segmentation model and fine-tune the model on image regions with resolution
256 × 256. To synthesize semantic adversarial perturbations, we consider semantic
label maps as the input attribute and leverage a generative image manipulation
model [27] pre-trained on CityScape [16] dataset. The details are shown in
supplementary materials.
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Attribute-space vs. feature-space interpolation. First, we qualitatively compare the
two interpolation methods and found that both attribute-space and feature-space
interpolation can generate reasonably looking samples (see Figure 2) through
interpolation (these are not adversarial examples). However, we found the two
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Table 1. Attack success rate by selecting attribute or different layer’s feature-map
for interpolation on R-101-S(%) using G-FPR = T-FPR = 10−3 . Here, fi indicates
the feature-map after i-th up-sampling operation. f−2 and f−1 are the first and the
second feature-maps after the last down-sampling operation, respectively. Due to the
effectiveness of feature-space interpolation, we only use feature-space interpolation
in the following experiments.

Interpolation / Attack Success (%)
xadv , G-FPR = 10−3
xadv , G-FPR = 10−4

Feature
Attribute
f−2 f−1
f0
f1
f2
99.38 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.69 0.08
59.53 98.44 99.45 97.58 73.52 0.00

interpolation methods perform differently when we optimize using the adversarial objective (Eq. 3). We measure the attack success rate of attribute-space
interpolation (with G-FPR = T-FPR = 10−3 ): 0.08% on R-101-S, 0.31% on
R-101-C, and 0.16% on both R-50-S and R-50-C, which consistently fails to
attack the face verification model. Compared to attribute-space interpolation,
generating adversarial examples with feature-space interpolation produces much
better quantitative results (see Table 1). We conjecture that this is because the
high dimensional feature space can provide more manipulation freedom. This also
explains one potential reason of poor samples (e.g., blurry with many noticeable
artifacts) generated by the method proposed in [32]. We select f0 , the last conv
layer before up-sampling layer in the generator for feature-space interpolation
due to its good performance. Note that due to the effectiveness of feature-space
interpolation, we only use feature-space interpolation for semanticAdv in the
following experiments.
Qualitative analysis. Figure 3 (top) shows the generated adversarial images
and corresponding perturbations against R-101-S of SemanticAdv and CW
respectively. The text below each figure is the name of an augmented attribute,
the sign before the name represents “adding” (in red) or “removing” (in blue)
the corresponding attribute from the original image. Figure 3 (bottom) shows
the adversarial examples with 17 augmented semantic attributes, respectively.
The attribute names are shown in the bottom. The first row contains images
generated by G(x, cnew ) with an augmented attribute cnew and the second row
includes the corresponding adversarial images under feature-space interpolation.
It shows that our SemanticAdv can generate examples with reasonably-looking
appearance guided by the corresponding attribute. In particular, SemanticAdv
is able to generate perturbations on the corresponding regions correlated with
the augmented attribute, while the perturbations of CW have no specific pattern
and are evenly distributed across the image.
To further measure the perceptual quality of the adversarial images generated
by SemanticAdv in the most strict settings (G-FPR < 10−4 ), we conduct a
user study using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). In total, we collect 2, 620
annotations from 77 participants. In 39.14 ± 1.96% (close to random guess 50%)
of trials, the adversarial images generated by our SemanticAdv are selected as
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Fig. 3. Top: Qualitative comparisons between our proposed SemanticAdv and pixelwise adversarial examples generated by CW [12]. Along with the adversarial examples,
we also provide the corresponding perturbations (residual) on the right. Perturbations
generated by our SemanticAdv (G-FPR = 10−3 ) are unrestricted with semantically
meaningful patterns. Bottom: Qualitative analysis on single-attribute adversarial attack
(G-FPR = 10−3 ). More results are shown in the supplementary

reasonably-looking images, while 30.27 ± 1.96% of trials by CW are selected as
reasonably-looking. It indicates that SemanticAdv can generate more perceptually plausible adversarial examples compared with CW under the most strict
setting (G-FPR < 10−4 ). The corresponding images are shown in supplementary
materials.
Single attribute analysis. One of the key advantages of our SemanticAdv is that
we can generate adversarial perturbations in a more controllable fashion guided
by the selected semantic attribute. This allows analyzing the robustness of a
recognition system against different types of semantic attacks. We group the
adversarial examples by augmented attributes in various settings. In Figure 4,
we present the attack success rate against two face verification models, namely,
R-101-S and R-101-C, using different attributes. We highlight the bar with light
blue for G-FPR = 10−3 and blue for G-FPR = 10−4 , respectively. As shown in
Figure 4, with a larger T-FPR = 10−3 , our SemanticAdv can achieve almost
100% attack success rate across different attributes. With a smaller T-FPR =
10−4 , we observe that SemanticAdv guided by some attributes such as Mouth
Slightly Open and Arched Eyebrows achieve less than 50% attack success rate,
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Fig. 4. Quantitative analysis on the attack success rate with different single-attribute
attacks. In each figure, we show the results correspond to a larger FPR (G-FPR =
T-FPR = 10−3 ) in skyblue and the results correspond to a smaller FPR (G-FPR =
T-FPR = 10−4 ) in blue, respectively

while other attributes such as Pale Skin and Eyeglasses are relatively less
affected. In summary, the above experiments indicate that SemanticAdv guided
by attributes describing the local shape (e.g., mouth, earrings) achieve a relatively
lower attack success rate compared to attributes relevant to the color (e.g., hair
color) or entire face region (e.g., skin). This suggests that the face verification
models used in our experiments are more robustly trained in terms of detecting
local shapes compared to colors. In practice, we have the flexibility to select
attributes for attacking an image based on the perceptual quality and attack
success rate.
Transferability analysis. To generate adversarial examples under black-box setting,
we analyze the transferability of SemanticAdv in various settings. For each model
with different FPRs, we select the successfully attacked adversarial examples from
Section 4.1 to construct our evaluation dataset and evaluate these adversarial
samples across different models. Table 2(a) illustrates the transferability of
SemanticAdv among different models by using the same FPRs (G-FPR = T-FPR
= 10−3 ). Table 2(b) illustrates the result with different FPRs for generation
and evaluation (G-FPR = 10−4 and T-FPR = 10−3 ). As shown in Table 2(a),
adversarial examples generated against models trained with softmax loss exhibit
certain transferability compared to models trained with cosine loss. We conduct
the same experiment by generating adversarial examples with CW and found it
has weaker transferability compared to our SemanticAdv (results in brackets of
Table 2).
As Table 2(b) illustrates, the adversarial examples generated against the model
with smaller G-FPR = 10−4 exhibit strong attack success rate when evaluating
the model with larger T-FPR = 10−3 . Especially, we found the adversarial
examples generated against R-101-S have the best attack performance on other
models. These findings motivate the analysis of the query-free black-box API
attack detailed in the following paragraph.
Query-free black-box API attack. In this experiment, we generate adversarial
examples against R-101-S with G-FPR = 10−3 (κ = 1.24), G-FPR = 10−4 (κ =
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Table 2. Transferability of SemanticAdv : cell (i, j) shows attack success rate of adversarial examples generated against j-th model and evaluate on i-th model. Results of
CW are listed in brackets. Left: Results generated with G-FPR = 10−3 and T-FPR =
10−3 ; Right: Results generated with G-FPR = 10−4 and T-FPR = 10−3
Mtest / Mopt
R-50-S
R-101-S
R-50-C
R-101-C

R-50-S
1.000 (1.000)
0.169 (0.029)
0.166 (0.054)
0.120 (0.034)

R-101-S
0.108 (0.032)
1.000 (1.000)
0.202 (0.079)
0.236 (0.080)

R-50-C
0.023 (0.007)
0.030 (0.009)
1.000 (1.000)
0.040 (0.017)

R-101-C
0.018 (0.005)
0.032 (0.011)
0.048 (0.020)
1.000 (1.000)

Mtest / Mopt
R-50-S
R-101-S
R-50-C
R-101-C

R-50-S
1.000 (1.000)
0.874 (0.422)
0.693 (0.347)
0.617 (0.218)

R-101-S
0.862 (0.530)
1.000 (1.000)
0.837 (0.579)
0.888 (0.617)

0.60), and G-FPR < 10−4 (κ = 0.30), respectively. We evaluate our algorithm
on two industry level face verification APIs, namely, Face++ and AliYun. Since
attack transferability has never been explored in concurrent work that generates
semantic adversarial examples, we use Lp bounded pixel-wise methods (CW [12],
MI-FGSM[18], M-DI2 -FGSM[76]) as our baselines. We also introduce a much
strong baseline by first performing attribute-conditioned image editing and
running CW attack on the editted images, which we refer as and StarGAN+CW.
Compared to CW, the latter two devise certain techniques to improve their
transferability. We adopt the ensemble version of MI-FGSM[18] following the
original paper. As shown in Table 3, our proposed SemanticAdv achieves a
much higher attack success rate than the baselines in both APIs under all FPR
thresholds (e.g., our adversarial examples generated with G-FPR < 10−4 achieves
67.69% attack success rate on Face++ platform with T-FPR = 10−3 ). In addition,
we found that lower G-FPR can achieve higher attack success rate on both APIs
within the same T-FPR (see our supplementary material for more details).
Table 3. Quantitative analysis on query-free black-box attack. We use ResNet-101
optimized with softmax loss for evaluation and report the attack success rate(%) on two
online face verification platforms. Note that for PGD-based attacks, we adopt MI-FGSM
( = 8) in [18] and M-DI2 -FGSM ( = 8) in [76], respectively. For CW, StarGAN+CW
and SemanticAdv , we generate adversarial samples with G-FPR < 10−4
API name
Face++
AliYun
Attacker / Metric T-FPR = 10−3 T-FPR = 10−4 T-FPR = 10−3 T-FPR = 10−4
CW [12]
StarGAN+CW
MI-FGSM [18]
M-DI2 -FGSM [76]
SemanticAdv

37.24
47.45
53.89
56.12
67.69

20.41
26.02
30.57
33.67
48.21

18.00
20.00
29.50
30.00
36.50

9.50
8.50
17.50
18.00
19.50

SemanticAdv against defense methods. We evaluate the strength of the proposed attack by testing against five existing defense methods, namely, Feature
squeezing [77], Blurring [40], JPEG [19], AMI [65] and adversarial training [44].
Figure 5 illustrates SemanticAdv is more robust against the pixel-wise defense
methods comparing with CW. The same G-FPR and T-FPR are used for evalua-

SemanticAdv
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Fig. 5. Quantitative analysis on attacking several defense methods including JPEG [19],
Blurring [40], and Feature Squeezing [77]

tion. Both SemanticAdv and CW achieve a high attack success rate when T-FPR
= 10−3 , while SemanticAdv marginally outperforms CW when T-FPR goes down
to 10−4 . While defense methods have proven to be effective against CW attacks
on classifiers trained with ImageNet [38], our results indicate that these methods
are still vulnerable in the face verification system with small G-FPR.
We further evaluate SemanticAdv on attribute-based defense method AMI [65]
by constructing adversarial examples for the pretrained VGG-Face [54] in a
black-box manner. From adversarial examples generated by R-101-S, we use fc7
as the embedding and select the images with normalized L2 distance (to the
corresponding benign images) beyond the threshold defined previously. With the
benign and adversarial examples, we first extract attribute witnesses with our
aligned face images and then leverage them to build a attribute-steered model.
When misclassifying 10% benign inputs into adversarial images, it only correctly
identifies 8% adversarial images from SemanticAdv and 12% from CW.
Moreover, we evaluate SemanticAdv on existing adversarial training based
defense (the detailed setting is presented in supplementary materials). We find
that accuracy of adversarial training based defense method is 10% against the
adversarial examples generated by SemanticAdv , while is 46.7% against the
adversarial examples generated by PGD [44]. It indicates that existing adversarial
training based defense method is less effective against SemanticAdv , which further
demonstrates that our SemanticAdv identifies an unexplored research area beyond
previous Lp -based ones.
4.3

SemanticAdv on Face Landmark Detection

We evaluate the effectiveness of SemanticAdv on face landmark detection under
two tasks, “Rotating Eyes” and “Out of Region”. For the “Rotating Eyes” task,
we rotate the coordinates of the eyes with 90◦ counter-clockwise. For the “Out of
Region” task, we set a target bounding box and push all points out of the box.
Figure 6 indicates that semanticAdv could attack landmark detection models.
4.4

SemanticAdv on Street-view Semantic Segmentation

We further generate adversarial perturbations on street-view images to show the
generalization of semanticAdv . Figure 7 illustrates the adversarial examples on
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Task: “out-of-region” attack

detection on
original image

detection on
adversarial image

reference:
original image

reference:
adversarial image

Task: “rotating eyes” attack
detection on
original image

detection on
adversarial image

detection on
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detection on
adversarial image

reference:
original image
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+pale skin
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rotated image

reference:
original image

reference:
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original image

reference:
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Fig. 6. Qualitative results on attacking face landmark detection model
Synthesized Image with Augmented Layout (ɑ=0)

Task: pedestrian removal attack
Source Image

Source Layout
(prediction)

Source Layout
(ground-truth)

Target Layout
(ground-truth)

Task: cyclist → pedestrian attack

GT label maps

Source Image

Source Layout
(prediction)

Manipulated Image

Manipulated
Layout (prediction)

Manipulated Layout
(ground-truth)

Adversarial Image by
Optimization (ɑ=argminɑL(.))

Synthesized Image with Augmented Layout (ɑ=0)
Source Layout
(ground-truth)

Target Layout
(ground-truth)

Manipulated Image

Manipulated
Layout (prediction)

Manipulated Layout
(ground-truth)

Adversarial Image by
Optimization (ɑ=argminɑL(.))

Pred label maps

Fig. 7. Qualitative results on attacking street-view semantic segmentation model

semantic segmentation. In the first example, we select the leftmost pedestrian
as the target object instance and insert another car into the scene to attack it.
The segmentation model has been successfully attacked to neglect the pedestrian
(see last column), while it does exist in the scene (see second-to-last column). In
the second example, we insert an adversarial car in the scene by SemanticAdv
and the cyclist has been recognized as a pedestrian by the segmentation model.
Details can be found in the supplementary material.

5

Conclusions

Overall we presented a novel attack method SemanticAdv to generate semantically meaningful adversarial perturbations guided by single semantic attribute.
Experimental evaluations demonstrate several unique properties of semanticAdv
including attack transferability. We believe semanticAdv would open up new
research opportunities and challenges in adversarial learning domain. For instance,
how to generate semantic adversarial example in physical world and leverage
semantic information to defend against such attacks.
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